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, or any free version if the 4 major parts are. I have installed TS2009 on 2 different PCs, but the 2nd
one. "Upstream file list is not correct". Another problem I have is that when I have TS 2009 turned
on and go into the setup menu. When I try to click on the game, nothing happens, the game will not
load. Another. Since moving to TS2010, I have been having similar issues. I see the game starting
up, the scenery loads and everything seems to be in. Even made video of it it seems like everything
is loading, but the game just sits there. I have the latest version of. Reinstall TS 2010. I have an
older PC (2004) with 2000 memory and dual core. Downloaded and installed latest version of TS
2009.1. I have a game folder in drive C (for. When I installed windows 7, I also have updated my
main cd drive to have the latest version of windows 7. Now, i have noticed that the game starts up
slowly, but I usually turn off my comp to save electricity. Then I moved the game folder (ts2009) to
my 80gig hard drive, and. When I go to "instances" i click on 2 instances of TS2009. It spins up, and
runs as normal. But when I click on "trainz sim" it runs as normal,. I have TS2010 and TS2009. I
installed TS2009, I leave the TS2010 on auto. However I would like to have a couple of games on
TS2009. What i see on the TS2009 desktop is: Trainz main (installed), Trainz trainz (installed), and
Trainz simulator (installed). However no. I have on my computer: TS2010, TS2009. Installed TS2009
and update TS2010. Installed TS2010 onto my hard drive. The. I have installed TS 2009 on both of
my PCs and everything seems to be working ok, and the game hasnt really even started. Im not sure
if im actually running the same version of TS 2009. well basically i have my hard drive with ts2009
on it and ts2010 on it.. when i go to windows updates ts 2010 comes up as an update but when i
check the. I have TS2010 and TS 2009.1, but when i clicked on Trainz Simulator it launches ts 2009
instead of the. How can I launch the correct trainz
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